
dform custom bowl

bowl shapes suspension options

pinwheel

PW= 
  

arabesque

A= 

flake

FL= 

scales

L=   
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description

Custom bowl fixtures give dramatic diffused illumination in a variety of settings. 
Bowls add sculptural interest to high ceilings and, in their shallow form, present 
a larger horizontal surface for visual effect on lower ceilings.

material

Patterns are hand assembled interlocking laser cut pieces of wood or plastic. 
The standard shade material is 2-ply wood veneer with a poly core lamination 
and surface coating. The material is cleanable with soap water and cloth or 
household spray cleaners.

Also available is a white poly material rated ASTM E84 class A. This poly 
material can also be made in other colors.
 
construction

Bowls are constructed with an internal framework to support both the shade 
and the electrical components. With the frame hidden, the shade is typically 
constructed with a scalloped edge detail. A metal edge can also be made for a 
clean hard edge.

Bowls can be made in four patterns in proportions from hemisphere to shallow 
lens. They can also be designed as ellipses having either round or pointed 
ends.

suspension

Custom bowls can be made for semi-flush mounting or for suspension from a 
stem or cables. Round bowls can hang from a single point, while elliptical 
bowls usually require two or more suspension points. 

width = 18” and up

height = less than 1/2 width height = less than 1/2 width

length = 48” and up
width = approx 1/2 length

round end 
ellipse bowl

standard 
round bowl

length = 48” and up

width = approx 1/2 length

height = less than 1/2 width

pointed end 
ellipse bowl

standard 
canopy

bowls can mount semi-flush, approx 2” from the 
ceiling, or at custom lengths using the suspension 
options shown here.

swivel 
canopy

cable 
canopy

model

 B - -

shade material

A = 

  aspen

B  = 

  birch

P = 

  white poly

lampholder type

 

lamps are not included

dimensionspattern

  

 

stem length

specify semi-flush 
mount, or a stem 
length from the 
ceiling to the top 
of the fixture

suspension

A = (1+) 60w 
incandescent A19

G = (1+) 26w fluorescent 
GU24 twist lock

X = (1+) 26w fluorescent 
4-pin GX24Q-3

D = (1+) 26w fluorescent 
4-pin GX24Q-3 
dimmable

(W) X (H)
round

(L) X (W) X (H)
elliptical

metal finish

M1= 
  
  silver metallic

M2= 
  

light bronze

M3= 
  

dark bronze

voltage

120
277 lamp type 

X & D only

T = steel tube 
  w/ canopy

S = steel tube 
  w/ swivel 

canopy

R = aircraft cable 
  w/ cable 

canopy


